SONGS BY
Ethelbert Nevin.

BED TIME SONG.
High Voice in Ab.
Low Voice in Eb.

Cradle Song.
High Voice in As.
Medium Voice in F.

I ONCE HAD A SWEET LITTLE DOLL, DEARS.
High Voice in Ab.
Medium Voice in A.

MILKMAID'S SONG.
High Voice in G.
Medium Voice in E.

STARS OF THE SUMMER NIGHT.
High Voice in E.
Low Voice in C.

WHEN ALL THE WORLD IS YOUNG, LAD.
Medium Voice in A.
Low Voice in C.

PRICE 50¢ EACH.
HIGH VOICE IN ONE VOLUME, $1.25.
MEDIUM VOICE IN ONE VOLUME, $1.25.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY.
BOSTON.
To Miss Anne Paul

A BED-TIME SONG

(Lillie A. Nevin, 1902)

LILLIAN DYNEVOR RICE

ETHELBERT NEVIN

With motion

Sway to and fro in the twilight gray.

This is the ferry for Shadow-town; It always sails at the end of day

Just as the darkness is closing down. Rest, little head, on my shoulder, so
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sleepy kiss is the only fare, Drifting away from the world we go,

Rabbi and I in the rocking-chair. See where the fire-logs glow and sparkle.

Glitter the lights of the shadow-land; The winter rain in the window-hark! Are

rip-plies lapping up on its strand. There! where the mir-roes is glan-cing dim, A

mezzo voce

ben legato
Lake lies shimmering cool and still, Blossoms are waving above its brim,

\[\text{Quite slow}\]

Those over there on the windowsill, Rock slow, more slow in the dusky light,

Silent slowly the anchor down! Dear little passenger, say "Good-night"

We've reached the harbor of Shadowtown.
THE MUSICIANS LIBRARY
An ideal series of independent volumes, planned to include the masterpieces of song and piano music, edited by men of authority. Each volume contains an elaborate, critical introduction, a bibliography of the subject, and portrait of the composer. The volumes are beautifully and uniformly bound in full cloth, gilt edge, $2.50, post-paid, and in paper with cloth back, price, $1.50, post-paid.
Descriptive booklets sent on request

THE MUSIC STUDENTS LIBRARY
A series of educational works suited to the requirements of the average student. The books are uniformly bound in flexible cloth, are handy in size, and range in price from 50 cents to $1.25. The subjects treated are Ear Training, Intervals, Chords, Harmony, Vocal Analysis, Music Form, English Diction for Singers, Training of Boys' Voices, and kindred subjects.
Send for booklet

THE HALF DOLLAR MUSIC SERIES
A series of music volumes planned to give, at a popular price, a varied selection of attractive music. The contents of each volume have been carefully chosen from music of proven acceptability. In no other form can so much desirable music be had at the price. The books are attractively bound, and the series includes collections for Piano, Organ, Violin, Voice, Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet, and other instruments.
Send for booklet

THE DITSON EDITION
A new library of approved works, chiefly technical, for the Piano, Organ, Violin, and other instruments, and for the Voice. It addresses itself to music teachers and students of discrimination—those who value quality, who want the best. The Ditson Edition claims superiority in its editing, typography, printing, and binding. It is built on the principle—"Not how cheap, but—how good."
Send for catalogue

THE MUSICIAN
A monthly magazine devoted to the educational interests of music. Its richly illustrated pages are for teacher, pupil, and music lover. Its varied contents are practical, helpful, and entertaining. Its special features are unique, and its contributors specialties of great reputation. Each number contains at least 24 pages of music. Sample copy, 10 cents, which is credited if you subscribe. Subscription price, $1.50 per year.
Send 10 cents for sample copy and special premium offer

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON